Swift Plus
Include:
Sports buggy

Highlights:
Our smallest comfort stroller
Extra small and fast folding with one hand
Extremely light - easy to carry over the shoulder
High-quality fabrics and bi-color frame
For everyday use or travel
Productimages:
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Discover the city with Swift Plus! This modern pushchair with lying function offers the
ultimate comfort in the smallest package and is therefore the perfect companion for travel
or everyday life. Perfectly styled and with exclusive fabrics, this lightweight of a pushchair
can be folded down with one hand only and easily carried over the shoulder.
Small but sweet. This sporty pushchair is equipped with breathable and extra soft fabrics.
The backrest can be brought up to the lying position by pulling the strap and the footrest
can be adjsuted upwards. By pulling the large sun canopy forward, your little treasure will
be perfectly protected during any trip. And with the 5-point harness, front bar and
slip-through protection, your child will always be safe and sound. The shoe-friendly brake
guarantees a strong hold during your stops and thanks to its swiveling and lockable front
wheels, the ultra light aluminium pushchair is particularly agile and ideal for trips through
small streets and shops. Purchases and baby equipment can be stored in the large
basket.
Extra small folding. Swift Plus can be folded down very compactly and easily carried over
the shoulder by the loop. This way, you will always have one free hand for your little one.
In addition, the compact folding allows you to store Swift Plus even in very small cars.
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Colorvariants
160046 Neon Blue/caviar

160053 Neon Yellow/caviar

Equipment characteristics
One Hand Fold
Plastic wheel
Aluminium frame
Suspension
Suspension
Locking brake
Large shopping basket
Features
Back rest inclination

110 - 163 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously)

stufenlos

Adjustable footrest

1 x

Detachable canopy
Detachable front bar
Swivel front wheels
Detachable front wheels
Detachable rear wheels
5-point harness system
Measurements and weights
Measurements folded (min.)
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Measurements and weights
Measurements built-up (max.)

83 x 46 x 100 cm

Seat width

33 cm

Height of handle

100 cm

Measurements lying area

85 cm

Lengths of seat and backrest

21 / 44 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel)

13 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel)

13 cm

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg
Sending information
Pack size

46 x 22 x 55 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

6,40 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

7,60 kg

Test results and awards:

Product Videos
hauck - Swift Plus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeRRC6HX3gs
hauck Swift Plus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_LPO5M2jY4
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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